S1: CMIP5 and CORDEX "historical" simulations used. CMIP5 models that drive EURO-CORDEX models are shown in the top part of the table, with the driving ensemble member(s) in bold, and their corresponding CORDEX simulations to the left. Crosses donate the available CORDEX simulations, with those forming part of the "common subset" in bold (blue for precipitation, orange for temperature and green for wind). Total numbers of models and simulations in each category are shown in the bottom three rows. ᶧ r3 not available for EC-Earth, r2 substituted instead, * simulations used for the 3 hourly wind vs sfcWindmax comparison Figure S1 : Sensitivity of results for extreme precipitation to regridding method for a range of models of different resolutions. Top panels -return period plots for Rx1day for Mid-Europe, for (top row) the UPSCALE simulations at N96 (130km -similar to CMIP5 resolutions), N216 (60 km) and N512 (25 km) resolution, and (second row) CORDEX at 0.44° (50 km) and 0.11° (12.5 km). Results using the original grid are shown by the black dashed line for UPSCALE. CDO operators are: remapbil -bilinear interpolation, remapbic -bicubic interpolation, remapcon -conservative remapping, remapcon2 -conservative remapping 2, remapnn -nearest neighbour and remapdis -distance weighted average. Results for lower resolution models are much more sensitive to regridding technique than higher resolution ones. Similar differences were found across all regions and were generally largest over the Alps. Bottom panelssensitivity of spatial patterns of the climatological mean of Rx1day over Europe for the period 1950-2005 for a number of different regridding techniques for HadCM3-as an example of a coarse resolution model (c. 300 km). Higher resolution models did not show such obvious artefacts. Nearest neighbour was selected as the best performing method overall. 
